The procedure used to determine the pionnucleon coupling constant g2 from multi-energy fits to nucleon-nucleon (N-N) scattering data has been shortened without a material loss of accuracy. The g2 presetting el'ect is discussed in connection with the limited accuracy C f g2 determinations in general and the possibilities of the "optimized polynomial expansions". The desirability of the Yale graded introduction of one-pion exchange (OPE)-to-"searched" transition energies (El,) is brought out. Corrections for virtual discontinuities in phase-shifteniergy dependence at the Etr decreased the violation of lcng-range charge independence (LRCI). The effect of two-pion exchange (TPE) has been calculated on the ps theory as 1 for g02(p-p) -go2(n-p), go2 = g2/hc; a result consistent with LRCI. Searching all phase parameters including g2 for both isospin values I in g2 determinations from n-p data, but with fixed I = 1 non-OPE phases as deduced from p-p data in the base search with frozen g2, the OPE effect of the neutral pion, 70, was separated from that of the charged pion, 7c. The g2 for rc in n-p scattering is determined with much better statistical accuracy than that for 7r'. The overall n-p value of g2 is nearly equal to that for ie. The results suggest that the distinctoin between p-p and n-p values of g2, if present, is in first approximation that arising from the difference between 7r--N and sr-N couplings. Some limitations on the validity of the conclusions are mentioned.
Introduction
The approximate charge independence (CI) of nuclear forces and one of its supposed origins in the CI of pion nucleon (ir-N) interactions, which is equivalent to long-range CI (LRCI) of nucleon (N-N) interactions, is important in nuclear-structure theory and in the "unitary-symmetries" classification of elementary particles. The degree to which LRCI is supported by experiment, and even the exact form of theory for which such support applies, is not clear as yet, however (1) . Steps partially clarifying the first of these sets of questions, to be described more fully elsewhere, are reported below. The determination of the pion-nucleon coupling constant, g2, in p-p and n-p scattering has for some time been used (2) as a source of information regarding g2 and its approximate independence on the iso-spin component Ir, thus furnishing tests of LRCI.
In multi-energy phase-parameter searches, g2 determinations are carried out by dividing all phase-parameters into the "searched" and one-pion exchange (OPE) groups, each phaseparameter (phase, for short) being assigned to one of these Abbreviations: LRCI, long-range charge independence; OBE, one-boson exchange; TPE, two-pion exchange; CI, charge independence; N, nucleon; OPE, one-pion exchange. * On leave from Banaras Hindu University, India. t Now at Bell-Northern Research, P.O. Box 3511, Station C, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. 897 groups for the whole energy region. Some phase parameters are thus classified as "searched" even though at the lower energies they could be used as OPE "phases". The accuracy of g9 is impaired thereby. In an attempt to decrease these uncertainties, the later Yale multi-energy searches used a graded introduction of OPE phases. The resulting violation of LRCI was only partially removed (1) by invoking the participation of pv (7r-N) coupling. It is shown in Section 4 that the graded introduction of OPE requires corrections to 92 which when estimated essentially account for (g')pp-(2)n.
Economy of digital machine time was furthered by the use of nearly exact proportionality of the OPE scattering amplitudes to g2. The Yale phase-parameter search was modified and a more convenient determination of phase-parameter uncertainties resulted.
The paper also presents information regarding the presetting effect (Section 3), the separation of the effect of ir0 from that of the charged pion 7rc in n-p scattering, showing the dominance of the latter (Section 5), the effect of two-pion exchange (TPE) on g9 on the ps-coupling theory (Section 6), the effects of varying the ways of enforcing continuity at the transition energies Et (Section 4), and the results of some machine calculations regarding the effect on LRCI of using pv rather than ps coupling (Section 6).
2. Improvements in g2 determination and search procedure In the later Yale work, the phase-parameter searches were made with frozen g2 and employed successive gradient and least-square searches (3, 2) , each time with different "correction functions" fpq. For the g2 determinations, the searches were repeated for at least 3 preset g2, each employing the same set and succession of fpe ("pattern"). The interpolated g2 for minimum x2 is the best g2. The requirements of the theory (2) were thus only partially satisfied. In the new procedure, the effect of the "pattern" was used to determine one set of correction functions fLJ representing the energy variation of 2;qapqffpq. The corrections to phases 5LJ were taken as aLifLJ, and the aLJ were found by a least-squares fit to the experimental data. The effect of 10 or 20% changes in g2 on the OPE scattering amplitudes was found to be sufficiently closely represented by taking the amplitudes to be proportional to 92. In the old procedure, four searches of the 7 sets of apq for each preset g2 were used. There were usually 4 preset g2. This "big parabola" work was occasionally supplemented by varying g2 with frozen 3p (generic for "phase") to provide a check (4 This is caused by the statistical correlation of the uncertainties in g2 and those of the regular phases. Its existence was mentioned in a conference report (5) , and the relevant statistical considerations have been published (2) . If the same pattern of correction functions is employed for preset values of g02 of 12, 14, 16 , and 18, the minimum of D in searches of (Y-IV)p-p data alone, essentially the x2 per datum, occurred little parabola values of g2 are affected by the preset g2, the little-parabola value tending to be too close to the preset value (the presetting effect), and that its statistical uncertainty can be an underestimate by more than a factor of 2. The (Y-IV) values in publications of the Yale group take both of these effects into account, the values quoted above being, in fact, from records of that work. The calculations quoted made use of the same data as in the latest Yale reports (6) . The latest Livermore values (7) are 14.43 + 0.41, 14.24 + 0.40, and 14.05 + 0.44 for their 26, 24, and 28-parameter solutions, respectively (with first preferred), all from p-p data (1.397 < E < 450 MeV) searched through L = 5 and g2 determined by the parabola method. The higher energy included fits in with the smaller uncertainty, but makes the purity of OPE effects more questionable. The primary object was to provide the phases. The experience of the Yale-SUNY/B group agrees with that of the Livermore group that the precision of g2 is unimportant for this purpose. The relative smallness of the Yale nominal uncertainties in the pp + np case is presumably caused by the employment of precalculated differences between p-p and n-p phases, rather than separate searches on the 'So phases for p-p and n-p as done at Livermore. 
Effect of transition-energy discontinuity
In the latest Yale g2 determinations (6), a discontinuity occurs in the functional dependence of the searched phase parameters 6, on the energy as g2 is preset to values other than that at which the main search was made. The undesirability of this feature was obvious but there was no possibility of remedying the situation until recently. The improvements in the search procedure described above provided a convenient way of studying the effect of removing the discontinuity at the El,. This would not occur if for E < El, the interaction were pure OPE and if the data were precise enough to give, on searching, the OPE values of the 6p for E slightly > Er. Since neither of these conditions is fulfilled, ways are needed of making the phases that change from OPE to "searched" as E increases through a given El, remain continuous, while co 90 go2 is varied. In the absence of a reliable quantitative theory of the N-N interaction, the choice of a plausible way is somewhat a matter of judgment. In Table 1 (6) to be, (b) the reason for preferring a particular version of pv coupling to ps coupling (1) has disappeared, the evidence in Table 1 being slightly in the opposite direction, (c) CI is favored (A = 8 entries for II and III) by relatively rapid wiping out of the 6-on-E dependence at E > EtT. MeV for L = 3, 4, and 5, respectively.
Separation of rc from T0 effects
Multienergy searches have been used mostly (12) for the comparisons of p-p values of g2 with those from n-p scattering.
Improvements in search procedures facilitate the separation in the n-p case of the effect of exchange of the charged pion, 7rC, from that of the neutral pion, Tr°. In the machine runs made for this purpose, the (Y-IV).npM data deck was used with I = 1 phase-parameter values taken from p-p scattering after correcting for apparent violation of CI and the Coulomb effect. The scattering amplitudes for both I were researched, together with g2(w0) and g2(7C). As usual, however, the I = 1 part of the base value of g02 was that obtained from p-p scattering after applying Coulomb and chargedependence corrections. It is assumed that the ps coupling does not depend on the sign of the pion's charge. The statistical uncertainty of g2(T0) was roughly 6-to 10-times greater than that of g2(W-C). The n-p scattering amplitudes are thus not a good source of information regarding g2(T0). In first approximation, the usual comparisons of values of g2 derived from p-p and n-p scattering are, therefore, comparisons of the coupling of the nucleon to 70 and w-", respectively. The conditions of the g2 searches were varied regarding the method for enforcement of continuity at the E:,, and the choice of phasesearching functions fpq, but the features just mentioned obtained through all of them. In two of the runs, the search for 92(zr°) by a succession of least square adjustments did not definitely converge even though this quantity remained roughly within the range of the nominal statistical uncertainty. This has a decidedly nominal significance in these cases, the dependence of x2 on g2 being poorly represented by a quadratic parabola in these two runs. The values of g2(70) were quite sensitive to the precise way in which the determinations were made. In a set of 11 runs, the smallest go2 (7r) was 8.6
± 5 and the largest 18.2 ±-4. For g02(rC) the fluctuations are much smaller. In this case, the accuracy appears sufficient to make the dependence on the procedure have a possibly useful meaning. The charged pion values are all close to those for (n-p)M in Table 1 .
Effect of two-pion exchange and of nucleon magnetic moments
This was estimated with the aid of the fully relativistic field theoretical work of Gupta and collaborators (13) , as applied by Haracz and Sharma and by Barker and Haracz (14) . The numerical values, kindly supplied by Professor Haracz4, for larger L than those published have been smoothed to decrease digital rounding off effects. The base value of g02 for these numbers was 14. In some of the tests, proportionality of the TPE contribution to the scattering amplitudes was used to convert to the base value of the phase-parameter searches, and the dependence of the TPE (contribution on g2 was neglected from then on; in others, the full g4 dependence was taken into account; in still others, the approximation of constancy of the first derivative of the TPE contribution with respect to g2 was used. Table 1 indicate near equality of g2 for p-p and n-p interactions, the application of the TPE correction makes (g02)pp greater than (002)n-p by roughly speaking 7%. Applied to the third and fifth columns, i.e., those for A = 4, the TPE correction roughly compensates for the difference in the entries of Table  1 . The latter situation speaks for rather close equality of the p-p and n-p values of g2, assuming the validity of the pscoupling theory, the former situation for a similar agreement with pv-coupling adopting the mass treatment recently discussed (1). Estimates of 9.3 and 7.5% for the difference between the ps-and pv-coupling values were (1) arrived at, the former in the third line after Eq. 7, the latter in the fifth line after Eq. 11. Recently, a direct machine calculation for pv coupling made by the Yale procedure (3 gradients and four least squares for each of the four big-parabola points) gave an increase of 7.0% of the Yale value for fit (Y-IV)f,_JdI, in fair agreement with the first estimate (1) of the effect. A 7.0% correction to the (n-p)M values applied to the three cases for which Table 1 gives nearly the same g2 from p-p and n-p scattering brings about an increase matching the estimated relative increase of (g2)p_p-(g2)n-caused by TPE.
The effect of nucleon-magnetic moments on the phase parameters and g2 derived from experimental data was found small in older work (6) . Since, however, the discontinuities at the El, are known to matter, and since the magnetic-moment I Department of Physics, Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pa. (15, 16) differ regarding values of coupling constants, effective boson masses, occasional inclusion of bosons of doubtful authenticity, the presence of form factors, and other fit characteristics. Furthermore, the models have been devised for providing fits to the large "phases" and a good general data representation rather than a representation of the long-range interaction. The adequacy of available OBE parameters is thus questionable. Unfortunately, it is just for the low L-"searched" phase parameters that the weak points (16) of OBE models may be expected to be most serious. Even the usual text-book-type restrictions on the form of the nucleon-boson interaction Hamiltonians implicit in the OBE approach do not stand up under critical examination (1) as applicable to physical "dressed" particles rather than to the undressed particles of field theory. A meaningful consideration of the OBE corrections to the charge dependence of the 7r-N coupling constant may have to involve, therefore, appreciable additional work. It appeared reasonable, therefore, to start with TPE, the effect of which on the ps coupling theory is known with considerable certainty thanks to the efforts of S. N. Gupta and collaborators (13) .
The addition of new data to the SFBHHP collection (6) , and more complete considerations of the choice of OPE-"searched" transition energies Et0, as well as of procedures for the elimination of phase-parameter discontinuities at the Egr, also belong OD the caution list.
